The last ten years have been somewhat of a
turbulent ride for John Prasec. From zero to hero
and back whilst swimming with sharks in the
music industry, minus a life jacket.
John Prasec first dabbled at song writing, way
back when he was 18, hitting the Italian iTunes
with a bang at No 44. The band has played to a
crowd of over 4000 people, and John has had
notable performances as front man to bands,
“Wicked in their summer tour of 2012, and
Ritual. During their reunion tour of 2014. To
add to these sweet dreams, John has also sung
alongside Europe’s guitarist, Kee Marcello
amongst others.
John Prasec continues to propel his band forward
into 2020, with determination, enthusiasm and
pride, with both feet firmly on the ground.
Although destiny has almost certainly played
its part. Throw in blood, sweat and tears into the
mix, and you have LBC Records. The 2014 ep,
“John Prasec” and the 2017 album, “Unchained.”
Released to good reviews, loud audience
applause, and the devil horns.
In 2018 John Prasec first visited Argentina as a
part of his “Unchained Tour”
This heavy Rock artist continues to excel, with
powerful, original material that engages its
audience with every chord. He aims to thrill, and
do, time and time again, leaving their fans
wanting more. John Prasec is bound for glory,
but be warned. No matter where his ship sails,
he’ll be having a rocking good time getting there. .
. and so will you, if you hang around for the trip.
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Masters & Demons Tour 2020
13/02 Mina Clavero (La Chancha s.c)
15/02 Córdoba (Ecos de Guernica)
21/02 Rosario (Floyd)
22/02 Buenos Aires (Casa Colombo)
More Shows TBA
Contact
booking@johnprasec.com
Latin America Tour Band :
Matias Moretti - Drums
Julian Weht - Bass & Backing Vocals
Adam Milde - Rhythm Guitar
Enzo Nicola - Lead Guitar

